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Mr. Chairman:
A country such as Cuba that maintains a system of

preferentials and which has taken part in this international

organization from the time of the preparatory labors needs

must be extraordinarily surprised at an interpretation of the

Agreement tending to deny it any guarantee of the preferential
concessions which were agreed to by the several contracting
parties during past negotiations at Geneva in the year 1947.

From the first session of the Preparatory Committee which
took place in London, February, 1946, the problem of preferentials

was an object of great controversy. There existed at that time

a strong inclination of American policy towards a complete

liberation of trade and, accordingly, towards the elimination of

the tariff preferential systems within the new trade structure

whichwas then being conceived and to which it was meant to give
a decidedly multilateral character.

Nevertheless, the firm position of several of the Delegations
which were interested in maintaining the system of preferences

made it possible for these systems to be respected and incorporated

in the Draft Charter that was being prepared and, later on, into

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade at Geneva, during the

second session of the Preparatory Committee. It was for this

reason that in Article I of the Agreement there is inserted.

Paragraph 2 through which the existence of preferential systems

.among the several contracting parties is accepted, and that those

preferential systems are enumerated in the several subparagraphs

of the said Paragraph. It is for this reason also that, when the
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structure that is to be given to the Schedules through which the

contracting parties maintain in force their preferential systems,

it was determined that those Schedules should be divided into two

parts: one, comprising the most-favored-nation rate to be applied

in general to the other contracting parties, and the other,
setting forth the preferential rates of duties which are to be

applied exclusively between given contracting parties.

It is inconceivable, therefore, that after the protracted

polemics that took place at the first session of the Preparatory

Committee, in which, due to the firm policy of the countries that

desired to maintain the preferential systems, the permanence of

these systems was agreed to, it should be stated now that the

provisions of the Agreement offer no guarantee whatsoever of the

stability of the margins of preference, It is unquestionable that,

if this were true, those countries like Cuba, which manifested

from the beginning of this organization such a vigorous stand in

regard.to their intention of maintaining in force a preferential

treatment with respect to certain contracting parties, would not

have accepted their incorporation into the General Agreement had

they understood that, pursuant to its provisions, they could not

guarantee the survival nor the stability of those systems.

The structure of the Schedules of concessions corresponding
to the countries that have preferential systems in force is one

of the strongest and most solid of the objective arguments that

may be presented to demonstrate the inconsistency of an opinion
that denies any guarantee or stability to the margins of preference;
within the provisions of the Agreement. Countries with

preferential systems carried out their negotiations at Geneva on

the basis of such a treatment. Pursuing the principles of its

traditional trade policy, the representatives of Cuba at Geneva,
at the time of the tariff negotiations in 1947, agreed with the

representatives of the United States to carry out bilateral

negotiations on the basis of preferential treatment. Once the

labors of coordination of the several preferential concessions

according to their respective values and the balancing of the

negotiations between the two countries had been carried out, the

United States and Cuba presented their respective Schedules for
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the approval of the coracting divided * ivided into wo par'ts.

Part Cti containing generalo concossins to the most ation,d ntion3

and Part Two comorising cessions-ossi oreferential rnrntia. nature

which the two countries granted one wnother rith an exclusive

charactere hedules h ci.vedreceiUvQ- the approval of the

contracting pandies. ethertowithho ..dth those for the other nations

werr, incorintoted -Leoethe Ggreement rooichim wh.nh was signed at

Geneva, October.30 1947>

If thesere ctanalyzed in conjuctionjuiction w-th the

provisAons oe .rXVIII XVMITI ogr tnie Areement, it is impossible
standhow anyone canassert that -;.n aare no gurantessre no .m am-.nteo

rgins oever for encegixthin prefermncc wirth'.in the structure of the

.gr~enent and tmight disapper at rtLhtmoment pear . any rmomien

if ahe rnoe-es are reduced . We shall not cease We shnll. not cesc

to repeat thatArticle XXVIII sinsure the lCjiI, iaurc tvhe

taintonance of allreed c..cessions agwhethto at Geneva, uhcther

concessj.ions irl the -nost-.tavorc -ntion :ot.os or in profcrential

:.at?.otrs for ^; mrinimum rid of thr.-e ycao, ,§hat is, until t.he

.si; of JPmniary, 19,12.,

If the tezt ofethis .efully it will be rc>f'i12.y, .i.t wi'no seen
thart no (istiniCt-ier iential treatment and er fnt.al*@t.r .rliodr<
ment ffvored-nation. tr-catexplicit manneres in an map2.iCjt nnier-
that only aftacting pay 1, l951 ean the contr.c-tinlparties ceasc

to apply or modifgranted to anyt, which has been r,.ntied to

product ddule attached e appropriate Schecclml.e(a'ttahad to the

On thwithin the d,eneralan any cstbility r.tii-in t3 Gnncral..
ns of preferencescould.Jtred Jf >hema.yUh ivcs of pre:eroz'R.d
reduction at anyh mnilrtoi.al ;..,:.on b:y the - d'1iicti.- any

moment, of the rate-cs of dvuty ii) the mot- voiwed-<'at@ tarfiJf?
s a consequenceen in thIL-s respct1, wo. b.ld'r:ng s a c .nq'cre

es with the laneings in thc SchuIulcis of th cout-rics .ith tWeo
y to the loss tariff ard iour.l ;e0ense t-hem coxit:inuously to 1hcoss
hichhe balance and ,; ilh.L.ic.' the rlegoti. ..i in mri.c such

ntractingin rcre includedi, It is cv. '.s that if a c.or'trazing
r havingre0 to be Drni-itubd to ithllr'-w a C.o;cessicln ater ha;ri

oured-d it, whothor it be of a pre-.rential or of a nos5,-favo1.cd-
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nation nature, the spirit and the letter -of Article XXVIII would

be violated, and at the same time a possibility would be given

of unbalancing at any momentin a capricious manner the Schedules

of countries with preferential systems..

It cannot be admitted, for it is contraary to all the

principles of logic and to the nature of trade relations, that

countries such as Cuba would have joined the General Agreement

had they suspected that they would be confronted with this

situation where the minimum bases of permanance and stability for

the fundamental principles which have traditionnally inspired. their

commercial policy were non-existent.It It is impossible to conceive

that a nation for which international trade problems are so

important; could accent its incorporation into a body that only
offers to disrupt its foreign trade and only. presents to it the

possibility of paying -in a rather onerous manner for the

preferential concessions which it receives and later, in the

course of any new negotiation, to have those concessions arbitrarily

and capriciously eliminated.

The interpretation which has been g.iven This problem by some

of the contracting parties not only attacks the principles of the

Agreement but also destroys all idea of a multilaterallyy

organized trade and makes illusory at the same time the claim that

the contracting parties can maintain in the negotiations which

they may carry out among them the principle that those

negotiations are always to be mutually advantageous. Such a

conception destroys also any sense of equity in international

transactions, for it places one of the countries in a position of

evident inferiority, not gal.ranteeing to it, be it only for a

minimum period of time, as?etablished in :.rticlo XXVIII of the

Agreement, the concessions to which it ha, provisionally agrzcd

and for which it had cf ercl compensato y bo)a-itsParagraph (c)
of Article II States:
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"The products described in Part II of the Schedule

relating to any contracting party, which are the

products of territories entitled under Article I to

receive preferential treatment upon importation into

the territory to which the Schedule relates ...etc."

According to what is stated in this Paragraph, it is

recognized that products described in Part II of any Schedule

have the right to preferential treatment upon their importation
to the territory to which a Schedule refers. If that is so,
and the provisions of Paragraph (c) of Article II are complemented

by the provisions of Article XXVIII of the Agreement which

establishes, as has been stated, the duration of the treatment
set forth in a given Schedule until January 1., 1951, it is hard.
to understand how the admission can be made that, at any moment,
the contracting parties are authorized to reduce the rates in the

most--favored-nation duty when these reductions bring about the

climzination of the margins of preference which have been granted

to another contracting party.

If the products described in Part IT of any Schedule have a

right to enjoy preferential treatment, and if the most-favored-

nation treatment, or preferential treatment must continue to be

applied as agreed until January 1, 1951, in accordance with

Article XXVIII, it is evident that no action of the contracting
parties can be permitted which would tend to eliminate or to

impair in any manner the prefereerntial treatment corresponding to

certain products. and it is equally evident that Article XXVIII

represents an element of flexibility in 'he adjustment of tariff

concessions but that it is only susceptible of application after

the expiration of the initial three year period. ending January 1,
1951. No great effort of deduction is necessary to understand

that if through the means of reductions the pre preferential
treatment corresponding to articles described in Part II may be

affected, such reductions cannot be made,

The isolated consideration of any part of the provisions in

a legal text is completely disqualified as a sound method of

juridical interpretation. To affirm that the General Agreement
only provides for a commitment riot to increase tariffs because such
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is the wording of .article IIis the mystify the mechanics of the

Agreement and to break the harmony among the several provisions

of the instrument. Article II cannot be properly understood if

it is not related to Article XXX. It is true that in the former

only the increase of rates is contemplated, but in the latter,

in at very broad manner all modifications of the Schedules are

forbidden, thus guaranteeing complete stability for the

concessions, even against the danger of an unwarranted reduction

of duties. If this were not so, Article XXX would not have been

drafted in so broad a manner. Instead of speaking as it does of

modifications which are not limitedby any any additional qualifications,
coancrete reference would have been made to in increase in duties.

The interpretation. which we make of Article XXX is not based

on . .o speculation. It is founded on the study of the

Agreement and its mechanics as a whole; on the principle of stability

which has been embodied in this instrument and in the proof that

this stability is broken either by increaseing or by redurcing tariffs.

It must be admitted that the General Agreement is

relatively incomplete juridical text It could hardly be

otherwise because this multilateral Agreement constitutes. an

experiment completely new to the world, an experiment in multi-

lateral trade relations, International mercantile law has

undoubtedly been enriched by this formidable endeavor which for

the first time in international trade relations contemplates the

principles of multilateralism for agreements of this sort. It may

be stated that through this effort made by the contracting parties

t- the General Agreement a new type of law has been created tending

toembrace and to settle problems which nations have never hitherto

attempted to meet, It cannot seem strannge, therefore, that such a

legal text should have defects and omissions that present grave

difficulties of interpretation But it cannot be denied that that

interpretation may be effected with sufficient certainty and clarity
when over and above the minutiae of juridical technicalities we

consider the reasons of substance that have served as a basis for

the setting up of this organization. niAat ion :nd from this point
of ,ew it is unquestionable that the interpretation which is offered
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by Cuba on these problems is in consonance with the reality

and with the substrantive nature of international trade problems.

It cannot be denied, either, that notwithstanding the

deficiencies to which we have referred, the Agreement contains

provisions that recognize, with complete clarity and in a direct

manner, the fundamental principles of this conception of the

Agreement which guarantee the stability of concessions and the

existence of preferential systems.


